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Shipping Spiral Pipe
Can you ship me just 3, 10 foot lengths of 6"
spiral pipe?

Ductwork Direct
June 2014

What our customers
say...
Each month we receive more and more
comments from our customers - here are two
from May:
"The install went well, we put in a Weeke
Vantech 512 nested base CNC. I sent this
photo of how we used some of your fittings
including the custom manifold you made for
me."

Yes we can, but it is not practical. It is far more
reasonable to simply ship 6, 5 foot lengths. Ten
foot lengths of spiral pipe must ship via LTL
common carrier; i.e., ABF, YRC, Estes, Fedex
Freight. It is absolutely critical that the 10 foot
lengths are crated for transport. The spiral pipe
crates we manufacture are very sturdy and the
crating charge is less than cost. The maximum
distance the crates can be shipped is Central
United States. For Mountain and Pacific time
zones, we are able to ship our 5 foot pipe
lengths. Our experience tells us, pipe crates just
won't make it that distance without the
possibility of damage.

Larry Lotter
Legend Custom Woodworking
Portland, OR
-----------------------------------------------
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"Everything was fine and exactly what I
ordered. I am very pleased with the quality
and everything was packed well and came
to me in great shape. Thank you. It has
been a pleasure doing business with you."
Patrick Healey
Healey Custom Cabinetry
Winamac, IN

The real issue is weight of the spiral pipe in the
crate. In order to obtain a good shipping rate, a
minimum of 300 lbs of pipe is required. This is
necessary due to the physical size of the pipe
crate. If we are taking up that much space in
the trailer, the weight creates a minimum density
factor. Otherwise, shipping class and shipping
charge will increase substantially. Can we ship
3, 10 foot lengths of spiral pipe to Alabama?
Certainly, we can, however the shipping cost
will be astronomical! On our web site,
www.airhand.com, in the technical data section,
you can find the weight per foot for spiral pipe.
This will enable you to make a determination as
to whether it is practical to ship 10 foot pipe
lengths.

Summer Hours
Air Handling Systems Summer Hours:
Monday-Thursday 8 am - 5 pm
Friday 8 am - 2:30 pm

Upcoming Events
IWF 2014
August 20-23 - Make
plans now to attend the
International
Woodworking Fair,
Atlanta, GA. See Air Handling Systems at
Booth 5800.
Combustible Dust Presentations
July 24 - CCAT East Hartford, CT
August 20 - IWF Atlanta, GA
October 8 - Wood Pro Expo, Maryland State
Fairground, MD

1995 one of 18,957
2014 one of 1 Billion
Airhand.com was
launched in May
1995 when there
were just 18,957
websites. This
month, June 2014,
just over 19 years
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